Three-dimensional holograms were recorded in a cerium-doped, strontium barium niobate (SBN:751 photorefractive crystal. These holograms are shown to not degrade after more than one week of continuous readout and to reconstruct reproductions of the original object with a n observable field of view of approximately 35". O
Introduction
In the current era of high-speed computers, the need for an ultrahigh-speed, large-capacity data storage system becomes greater than ever. Holographic storage in general and photorefractive crystals in particular offer the potential to meet this need. Photorefractive crystals have the unique property of allowing optical interference patterns to redistribute charge among traps, which then generate local spacecharge fields that replicate the original optical interference patterns.'-4 The resulting space-charge field induces an index of refraction grating that can be used to reconstruct a holographic image of the original object. Theoretical predictions indicate that a crystal's storage capacity is of the order of -V/h3 bits, where V is the volume of the crystal and A is the wavelength of light.5 For a typical crystal volume of 1 cm3 and green light, this prediction is of the order of eight trillion bits or approximately 4 orders-of-magnitude times larger than the storage capacity of a typical compact disk.2 Not only does this technology promise large storage capacity, recent results demonstrate that a randomly chosen data element could be accessed in approximately 100 ys, a figure expected to decrease to around 10 ys in the C. Wood and G. J . Salamo (salamo@eomp.uark.edu) foreseeable future.6 That figure is also several orders-of-magnitude faster than conventional magnetic disk drives. These two attributes of hoto orefractive crystals offer substantial advantages over conventional devices and make photorefractive holographic storage an attractive alternative for nextgeneration computing. In addition to computing applications, photorefractive crystals also offer the possibility of storing a library of three-dimensional (3-D) holographic images in a relatively small volume.7-14 Of the many 3-D image display techniques, holography provides one of the most aesthetically pleasing (possibly because of the different ~ers~ectives observed as the viewer moves from sid;! to side) 3-D images for the human eye-brain system. As a result, applications of holography to cinematography, , artificial intelligence, and security have long been the pursuit of scientists and engineers. Recently, Ketchel et ~1.15 reported storing 3-D holograms in cerium-doped, strontium barium niobate (SBN:60). The ex~eri-ment demonstrated that high-resolution 3-D oGects could be stored and retrieved in real time, meaning that no processing is required to view the image. The stored 3-D image was characterized by a large depth of field, high resolution, and a wide field of view of -35". To take advantage of the large storage capacity of these crystals, Ketchel et a1.' 5 used angle multiplexing of images to store several 3-D color holograms in one crystal. In this technique one image is stored, and the crystal is rotated by an angle of 0.082" to allow another distinct image to be written. By use of angle, wavelength, and other multiplexing techniques, many 3-D images can be written into a single crystal. This ability to store large numbers of high-quality 3-D images allows one to imagine a wide area of applications for photorefractive holography
The possibility of storing a three-dimensional (3D) image library holographically in a small crystal has long attracted the attention of researchers. This attraction is driven by the fact that, among the many 3D image display techniques, holography provides the most pleasing 3D images for the human eyebrain system. Applications of holography to cinematography, artificial intelligence, and security have long been a goal of scientists and engineers. Although progress toward this goal has been slow, recent experiments have clearly demonstrated the potential of photorefractive crystals for real-time storage and retrieval of 3D images.1 Moreover, the potential for storage and reconstruction of 3D images has been demonstrated with freedom from distorti~n,~>%igh resolution,4 large depth of field,"7 and wide field of view (FOV).8 In this paper we report the demonstration of the corresponding storage and retrieval of multiple 3D color images. These images are shown to have a wide FOV as demonstrated by movement of one's head back and forth during viewing of the hologram or by use of an imaging lens with a color CCD camera to record the 3D image from Our approach to color 3D holographic storage is based on four-wave mixing in photorefractive crystals. 9 The term photorefractive is used to describe a special kind of optically induced refractive-index change that can occur in electro-optic materials. The microscopic details of the photorefractive mechanism are normally described by use of a band transport mode1,lo-12which assumes the existence of a pool of charges residing in low-lying traps. When a spatially varying intensity pattern is produced at a photorefractive medium, photoexcitation of the trapped charges occurs at the maxima of the spatially varying intensity pattern. The photoexcited charges migrate by drift or diffusion out of the illuminated regions and are eventually retrapped in the dark regions of the crystal. The charge transport then results in a spatially varying charge distribution that is balanced by a strong space-charge field according to Poisson's equation. This strong electrostatic field (E, lo4 V/cm) then produces a change in the refractive index (An = 0.0001) through the electro-optic effect, and a phase hologram is written.
In the case of holography the spatially varying intensity pattern is produced when a reference beam, Ere, is interfered with light scattered off of the object, Eobj, which itself may be thought of as a summation of plane waves. As long as these plane waves and the reference beam are mutually coherent and the photorefractive storage crystal has sufficient photorefractive response at the laser wavelength along with low dark current, interference of Ere, and Eobj in the crystal will yield a refractive-index grating propor-A definitive demonstration of the use of a photorefractive crystal to project a three-dimensional image in space is reported on. The image is bright and different perspective views of the object appear as the viewing direction is changed. Q 1997 American Institute of Physics.
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Although four-wave mixing in photorefractive crystals has been used extensively to store and project twodimensional holographic images, we report a definitive demonstration of true three dimensional (3D) image reconstruction using a photorefractive crystal. The use of an inorganic photorefractive crystal as a storage medium allows:
(1) simultaneous recording and read out of three dimensional (3D) holograms possessing easily observable parallax; (2) the entire holographic process to occur at low light levels (e.g., milliwatt levels for the object beam); (3) the entire process to occur without processinglfixing the material; and (4) thousands of holograms to be stored in a relatively small crystal volume via wavelength andlor angle multiplexing.
Our 3D imaging technique employs a Ce-doped, strontium barium niobate crystal [(SBN):60 20X 20X 1.3 mm] as the storage medium. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental setup used to record and project 3D images. The summation of light beams scattered off of the object, E l , and the reference beam, E,, write a hologram in the form of transmission gratings in the photorefractive crystal. The read beam, E,, counterpropagating to E,, is produced by phase conjugation of E , by a 13.5 X 12.2X 6 rnm, Cedoped, SBN:60 photorefractive crystal acting as a double phase conjugate mirror (DPCM). The counterpropagating beam diffracts to form beam E d that recreates the recorded 3D image at a distance from the crystal equal to that between the object and crystal (e.g., -40-80 mm). A plate beam splitter, placed between the object and crystal, is used to view the real 3D image, produced by E d . Viewing is accomplished by:
(1) using the eye, just as one views a conventional hologram ; (2) projecting the image onto a screen or into a scattering cell; or (3) using an imaging lens in conjunction with a chargecoupled device (CCD) or video camera to magnify and record the 3D image. In the latter case, different perspectives are observed by placing the camera and imaging lens on a goniometer that is rotated about a fixed point (e.g., the location of the 3 0 image).
Since the recording medium is a photorefractive crystal, unlike conventional holography where photographic film is employed, the hologram can occur in real time with continuous recording and display. The geometry employed in the current experiment is readily recognized as being typical of degenerate four-wave mixing, a technique which has been compared in the literature to conventional holography by Pepper and ~a r i v . ' One major difference, however, is the use of a DPCM to provide the read beam, E,. The use of the DPCM has three well-documented advantages over other methods:
(1) distortion introduced by inhomogeneities in the photorefractive crystal are eliminated;,.' (2) high resolution holograms are possible;4 and (3) as reported here, the 3D image can be observed over a large perspective range.
One can readily examine the impact of the DPCM on the perspective range viewed by replacing it with a plane mirror (PM) or a separate counterpropagating beam. Analysis shows that, when this substitution is made, the ability of the nonphase conjugate counterpropagating beam to fulfill the Bragg match conditions over the crystal area is extremely
Multiwave mixing in photorefractive crystals has been used for a number of applications in optical image processing. The photorefractive properties of energy exchange and phase conjugation have led to demonstrations of image amplification, edge enhancement, addition and subtraction of images, restoration of aberrated images, correlation and convolution of images, conversion of incoherent images into coherent images, and image transfer from one location to another.' Sending spatial information from one location to another can be accomplished by many different techniques. One technique is to use photorefractive crystals as a medium for the transfer of images between two laser beams or between an incoherent source and a laser beam."I For example, in the case of the photorefractive incoherentto-coherent converter described in Ref. 6, which is based on a self-pumped phase conjugator, the image transfer was demonstrated for both low-power cwlaser beams and for white light. This particular device exhibited a spatial resolution of -40 line pairs/mm, and the typical time to transfer a single, two-dimensional image was 140 ms a t 1 W/cm2. This slow response time is typical for photorefractive materials and corresponds to the time to write or erase a photorefractive grating.
o 1996 Optical Society of America While the concept of image transfer between light sources by use of photorefractive crystals can be used to transfer information from one location to another, it is both alignment sensitive and slow. In this paper we present a new technique to accomplish this transfer that is based on a mutually pumped phase conjugator (MPPC) that is self-aligning and instantaneous. Previous studiess have shown that temporal information at one location could instantaneously be transferred to another location by the MPPC. In this paper we show, for the first time to our knowledge, that pictorial information can also be transferred. In addition we characterize the quality of the image transfer.
Double Phase Conjugation
Anew type of phase conjugator, unique to photorefractive crystals, called the mutually pumped phase conjugator (MPPC), has been demonstrated in a variety of g e o m e t r i e~.~~~ In these devices, two beams are incident (usually on opposite faces of the crystal) and overlap in some region of the crystal. The beams may be derived from different lasers as long as the laser wavelength is nominally the same (i.e., two He-Ne lasers, for example). These conjugators can be classified by the number of internal reflections the beams experience before conjugation: none,sJOJ1 one,12 two,13 or three.14 There have also been MPPC's demonstrated that are based on the semilinear mirror desien.15J6 In all these devices.
' , two phase-conjugate outputs (double phase conjugation) are produced simultaneously by the interaction of the two mutually incoherent beams of the same wavelength within the photorefractive crystal. Since MPPC's differ in geometry rather than in their physical mechanism, they have been shown to share many common characteristics: (1) the conjugation of two beams occur simultaneously, (2) the conjugat- Photorefractive crystals have been used for a number of optical processing applications arising from multiwave mixing.' For example, with images spatially impressed on one or more of the beams in fourwave-mixing geometries, correlation/convolution operations have been demon~trated.~-~ Recently a new class of phase conjugator, called the mutually pumped phase conjugator (MPPC), has been demonstrated in a variety of materials and geometries. These conjugators can be classified by the number of internal reflections the beams experience before conjugation; zero:-? one,8 two: or three.1° In these devices, two phase-conjugate outputs (double phase conjugation) are produced simultaneously by the interaction of two mutually incoherent beams of the same wavelength within the photorefractive crystal.
In this Letter we describe how the occurrence of cross talk in MPPC's can be used to demonstrate a correlator. Whereas there are similarities between the device discussed here and the concept of a photorefractive novelty filter," the distinction is that the MPPC device not only detects moving objects but identifies them as well. In addition, unlike other four-wave-mixing correlators, this device selectively identifies only moving objects and ignores stationary objects.
The no-cross-talk criterionu established for MPPCJs refers to steady-state conjugate signals (a time that is long compared with the photorefractive response time of the particular crystal being used). For example, suppose that the double phase-conjugate mirror is formed by a plane wave and an image-bearing beam.
After steady state is reached there is no observed cross talk between the two beams, i.e., there is no evidence of an image present in the phase-conjugate signal of the plane wave. If, however, while the MPPC is operating in the steady state, the amplitudes of the input beams are spatially modulated in a time that is short compared with the photorefractive response time, then cross talk between the input beams is observed.13 After a time corresponding to the photorefractive response time of the crystal, the cross talk is observed to disappear. If the object is suddenly moved, however, the image is again instantaneously present on the phase-coqiugate signal of the plane-wave beam.
To understand the correlation process in the bridge MPPC consider the diagram shown in Fig. 1 , which schematically shows the bridge MPPC operating in the steady state. The two input beams are of L1, Lz, Fourier-transform lenses; S's, shutters; CP1, CP2, correlation planes; ul, uz, objects; BS' s, beam splitters; A, B, regions of dynamic holography. Region A is expanded in the inset.
INTRODUCTION
Because of its prominence as an excitation mechanism for the aeronomically important states of atomic oxygen (011, electron impact excitation has been of continuing interest to atmospheric researchers. The present experiment reflects this interest and the continuing need for additional electron excitation cross section data. It is based on the previous work of Germany et al. ' in which (i) vacuum ultraviolet photodissociation of 0, was used to produce the O('D) state and (ii) time-resolved analysis of the resulting 2~*('D)-2p~(~P) transition at 630.0 nm yielded its collisional deactivation cross section. Here, the W V photodissociation technique is used to produce the 2p4('D) metastable state as well as the ~P * (~P ) ground state which is subsequently excited by low-energy electron excitation to produce a 3p('P) atomic oxygen gas sample (Fig. 1) .
The O( 'P) sample is monitored to determine the optical cross section for the emission of the 777.4 nm radiation corresponding to the 3pOP)-3s('S) transition of atomic oxygen. In addition, the radiative decay of the metastable 0 ( ID) state is detected as a monitor of the atomic density of the O(3P) ground state target sample. Using this two-step photon-dissociation, electron-excitation technique, absolute values of the 777.4 nm optical cross sections for atomic oxygen are determined. Although Doering el 0 1 .~ recently performed an energy-loss measurement of the 3p('P) excitation cross section for 30 eV incident electrons, the 777.4 nm optical data reported here is believed to be the first measurement of the excitation function for this important transition.
TECHNIQUE Apparatus
The present apparatus ( and metastable 2p4('D) states of atomic oxygen. Because the photoabsorption process provides excess energy beyond that needed for the production of O( ID) and O('P), each of the products share 0.8 eV of kinetic energy4 (corresponding to a velocity of about 2x 10' d s ) . Because time-resolved experimental measurements indicated that significant field-ofview signal lossor occur in the present optical measurements )3 p after the exciting laser pulse, the experiment is performed within 1.5 p s after the incident laser pulse. Therefore, field-of-view losses are not significant.
Due to high molecular oxygen absorption of the laser WV radiation at atmospheric pressures, the laser output is coupled to the collision chamber via a flexible tube through which helium is flowed. In addition to the WV emissions, the laser also produces visible fluorescent emissions which are discriminated against by a series of optical stops, apertures, and light traps.
The experiment is housed in a stainless steel high-vacuum collision chamber pumped by two liquid-nitrogentrapped diffusion ppmps. Acalibrated leak valve is used to Since their subject matter and format are dictated by convention and the competition, calculus-based introductory physics texts can be viewed as among the "generic foodstuffs" of the textbook industry. University Physics falls easily into this category. Thirtynine of its forty-three chapters cover topics which normally comprise a twosemester introductory course, e.g., Newtonian mechanics, electricity and magnetism, optics, etc. The remaining four chapters are devoted to brief descriptions of special relativity, relativistic mechanics, topics in quantum physics, and nuclear structure/technology. In accordance with current publishing practices a student study guide, a solutions manual, overhead transparencies, and a limited amount of CAI software also accompany the text. Since most competing texts follow similar formats and offer comparable supplementary materials, the author's claim of "sensitivity to students" becomes an important distinguishing factor. To test this claim I enlisted the aid o f Susan McLaughlin, a sophomore physics major and future high school physics teacher. Her impressions of Univer~ity Physics are given below.
"The text has several helpful characteristics which provide ease in reading. At the beginning of each chapter is a table of contents listing the sections of the chapter, therefore the student knows exactly what will be covered in the chapter and the number of sections. In addition, the first item in each chapter is a preview, which gives a short explanation of the material covered in the chapter, and the last is a summary which again gives an explanation of the material, as well as equations with which the reader should then be familiar. Therefore, this book follows a very important speech technique which facilitates remembering: Tell them what you're going to say, say it, and tell them what you've said. Furthermore, the twocolumn style of print seems to be faster-reading than other styles, and the numerous pictures and examples also seem to make the complex ideas easier t o understand. One of the most helpful characteristics of the text is that it ties each consecutive equation to the one before it. While working the end-ofchapter problems, I noted three other good points. First, there is more than one problem of each type. This provides practice, helping the student become more familiar with the equations used and the processes of working each problem. Second, the problems themselves seem to parallel the text. This eliminates the frustration a student feels when a problem does not seem t o relate to the chapter. Third, the difficulty of the problems is directly related to the amount of information given to solve them.
"The text, however, also has some undesirable qualities. For example, the placement of the pictures, which have explanations with them, is often in the middle of a sentence of the text. This is confusing to the reader, making it rather difficult to read continuously. Another characteristic which does not facilitate .easy reading is the size of the print, which is fairly small and becomes worrisome when many of the symbols contain subscripts.
"Ail in all, I would say that this book is well written, clear, easy t o understand, and has problems which can be worked by the average student." problem the author is to be commended for trying to weave astronomy into some semblance of order. As any teacher of the subject knows, the material is so interrelated that almost any approach demands bringing in ideas from many different areas at once. 138 (198111 and were found by this author to be appropriate as a supplement to a standard text or as a physics primer for teachers and students. Although the same may be safely said about the remaining two volumes of the series, it might also be interesting to try using the entire series as the text for a onesemester introductory course. This course could provide students with a valuable overview of the subject before they embark on their venture through the usual encyclopedic version of calculus-based introductory physics.
The Physics for Everyone series presents the basic concepts of physics via illustrations of the physical laws. The facts derived from the laws are then skillfully woven together to provide an integrated discussion of the subject. The material is presented with a minimum of mathematical clutter and with the author's strong personal perspective of physics clearly evident.
The contents of Electrons includes sections on electric fields and potentials, the electrical structure of matter, and a "summary of electrical engineering" (i.e., ac circuits). Also included is a discussion of electromagnetic fields; their production, propagation and application to communications (i.e., "radio," etc.). The latter section includes an interesting aside describing the accomplishments of A.S. Popov, the "unpretentious" Russian scientist, who in the spring of 1895 invented the radio and who on March 12, 1896 transmitted the first radiogram over a distance of 250 m. We are told by Kitaigorodsky that Popov's contributions to the field of communications were later overshadowed by the Italian inventor, engineer and entrepenebr G. Marconi because the Russian scientist "refused to put his knowledge and research at the disposal of any other country except his native land." Observations such as this, which appear frequently throughout the material, serve to remind the reader of the author's strong personal involvement with physics and its history.
The topics covered in the final volume of the series, Photons and Nuclei, include the usual topics such as electromagnetic radiation, optical instruments (from the prism to laser devices), hard electromagnetic radiation (e.g., x rays), relativistic and wave mechanics and the structure of atomic nuclei. In addition, there are discussions of energy sources such as electric and nuclear power plants, thermonuclear energy and solarlwind energy. Book four of the series ends with a discussion of the physics of the universe, including brief introductions to cosmology, the general theory of relativity, radio astronomy and cosmic rays.
The fact that the Physics for Everyone series is not a formal textbook written for a specific audience may adversely affect its acceptance by the physics teaching community. This would be unfortunate, however, because it could be used by both teachers and students to provide a coherent overview of the subject. It should find a place in a school library or a personal book collection as a valuable supplement to the usual collection of introductory textbooks. [Phys. Teach. 19, 504 (1981) l with regard to level, style, organization and usefulness apply equally well to this book and will not be restated.
From the topical coverage mentioned in the title, one would expect that roughly one-third of the book would be devoted to each topic. Instead, one finds over one-half of the content and programs devoted solely to the Modern Physics material. Many readers will find no problem with the author's material mix. I would rather have had more coverage of wave phenomena, perhaps including damping and energy-loss analysis, loaded strings, coupled strings with differing linear mass densities, etc.
One of the chapters which will probably generate high student interest is the chapter dealing with matrices and their application to lens systems. Subsequent use of matrix techniques in the relativistic kinematics and dynamics treatments serves to reinforce the students' confidence in this mathematical tool.
The author has once again chosen problems where the students gain insight into the meaning of the physical laws by graphing numerical solutions or by studying the effects of parameter variations on the numerical solutions. In developing concepts, a few more figures would have been useful to helpclarify the notation.
Together, the two volumes make useful supplements to any calculus-based introductory physics course. Even if the instructor does not spend class time discussing computers or programmable calculators, many of the students will spend time doing the problems if they are made aware of the availability of these books. Its production by solar ultraviolet photolysis of O,, 0,, NO,, etc., and its role in subsequent gas kinetic collisional processes also make it an important factor in atmospheric models. Thus, laboratory studies of reaction rates for three body collision processes such as O('P] + 0, + M-0, + M have received considerable attention from atmospheric scientists.' In addition, the possibility of the production of significant densities of electronically excited oxygen atoms by charged particle impact or optical pumping of metastable or ground state atoms introduce yet another factor into the analysis of observed atmospheric emissions. ' Unambiguous laboratory analyses of these and other collisional excitation processes require the use of experimental techniques capable of producing a high density, well characterized sample of atomic oxygen. The most popular of these have been dissociation by (i) a rf or microwave discharge,' (ii) an oven or f~r n a c e ,~ or (iii) photolysis of 0,, NO,, etc.l0 Each, however, is not without experimental drawbacks. For example, although rf or microwave discharge sources have the capability of producing intense beams of atomic oxygen, their very nature makes the excited state distribution of these atomic samples ambiguous. An oven source, meanwhile, yields an atomic sample which is comprised of nearly 100% ground state atoms at a typical operating temperature of 2300 K. However, its density is a rather low -lo9 c m P 3 and the accompanying background oven radiation is quite intense. On the other hand, although 0, + hv-O('D) + 02(a'A,) has been used to produce workable densities of metastable oxygen for quenching rate experiments, it requires the presence of a high pressure background 0, carrier gas such as He or SF,.
This work describes a different approach to the problem of atomic oxygen production. It reports the details associated with the production and measurement of a high density sample of O(,P) and O ( ' D ) states produced by laser photodissociation of 0, in the absence of a high pressure buffer gas. Although our present research plan is to use this technique to provide target atoms in future low-energy electron impact experiments, it is also suitable for use in a variety of other photochemical, quenching, or reaction rate experiments.
II. EXPERIMENT A. Technique
Our approach to the production of high density, well characterized samples of atomic oxygen is based upon the previous work of Lee and Slangerl and utilizes 1576 A laser radiation to photodissociate 0, via the process where A€ = 0.8 eV is the kinetic energy shared by the dissociation fragments.I2 This process is characterized by several features which make it an especially attractive source of oxygen target atoms for excitation experiments involving charged particles or photons. Among these are that:
(i) every photon absorbed results in a photodissociation event,"
(ii) both O(,P) and O(lD ) are produced in equal quantities and measurement of the O('D2)+0(3P,) radiative transition at 6300 A can be used to directly monitor the densities of the atomic states ( Fig. l) , (iii) only O('P), O('D ) and Oz(X3Z, )exist as initial experimental conditions for subsequent excitation experiments, (iv) given sufficient laser intensity (either through high laser power, focusing of the laser beam, or multiple laser Heavy-ion source using a laser-generated plasma transported through an axial magnetic field Results of transporting a laser-generated plasma through magnetic fields are reported. Plasma plumes have been generated in strong magnetic fields, in directions both transverse and parallel to the field. Collective effects are demonstrated by the plasma while in the high-density state near the laser target. The formation of the plasma and its transport through an axial magnetic field enhances the relative amount of highest charge states and the lowest charge states. The focusing properties of the magnetic field near the extractor gap can prove useful in enhancing ion density at the anode aperture of the extractor gap. It is suggested that the duty cycle of laser ion sources can be extended by simply increasing the ion flight time through the magnetic field from the laser target to the extractor gap without appreciable loss of ions. Further, it is suggested that energy spread in a given ion species can be made small by using an extractor potential programmed to increase in time relative to the laser fire time.
PACS numbers: 29.25.Cy, 52.50.Jm
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental results were reported in a previous publication' for extraction of heavy ions from a freely expanding plasma generated by 20-MW bursts of 1.06-p radiation from an active Q-switched Nd:Yag laser at a target power density near 10" W/cm2. Ions were extracted from the plasma by applying a 15-kV potential across the extractor gap. Potentially useful properties of the laser-generated plasma plume as a source of ions were pointed out. It seems appropriate to again enumerate these properties: ( 1) a copious supply of ions per laser pulse, (2) high states of ionization, (3) short plasma generation times, (4) highly directional plasma plumes which can be efficiently directed along a beam axis, (5) versatility in producing not only a multiplicity of charge states but also a variety of nuclear species, (6) a freeze in charge states with little recombination effects after the initial plasma generation, (7) simplicity in plasma generation since the target at high potential is optically connected to the laser at ground potential, and (8) the source contributes essentially no gas load to the vacuum system. However, the most obvious drawback to the laser source is its duty cycle since the repetition rate of a highpower laser is not particularly high. Our laser, a Holobeam 5050Q, has a maximum repetition rate of 50 pps. The length of a typical magnetically separated ion pulse under the conditions of Ref. 1 (30-cm drift distance from the target to the extractor) was -10 psec. This would produce a maximum duty cycle of only 0.05% with our laser. Somewhat higher repetition rates are now available in present day lasers, but it is clear that an important concept in making the laser ion source more useful is increasing the duty cycle by other means.
One possibility of increasing the duty cycle is the use of magnetic confinement of the ions. However, past attempts in this direction have not been
Haught et al.' demonstrated some containment of a LiH plasma in a simple "Present address: Physics Department, Rice University, Houston, Texas. magnetic bottle where the plasma generated by a laser focused on a pellet target, situated near the center of the bottle, was allowed to expand in the presence of a magnetic field. The experimental evidence bore out the theoretical prediction that the plasma expansion transverse to the field could be slowed and even stopped, the lost kinetic energy going into heating the plasma, resulting in a redirected expansion along the magnetic axis. The ions then escape through the bottle necks first, Li"+ followed by the other ions with H + the last to leave. Escape times varied from a few microseconds to about 150psec for the H + component. Sucov er al.' performed a similar experiment with aluminum pellets. However, they concluded that there was no evidence of any appreciable slowing of the motion transverse to the field. Their explanation was that the transverse motion separates the charge producing an electric field across the plasma which in turn leads to an E X B drift across the field lines.
They further concluded that at most 5% of the plasma was trapped for a very few tens of microseconds. This motion transverse to the field is in qualitative agreement with the experimental results reported by Bruneteau et
II. APPARATUS
Several modifications were made on the basic apparatus described in Ref. 1. The magnetic separation of charge states used the same basic technique. The ions are accelerated across an extraction gap giving the ions a known velocity large compared with the initial plasma velocity. The anode aperture diameter was increased from 1/4" to 1/2" while the extraction gap was also increased from 1/4" to 1/2". The laser target to extractor distance was increased 30 cm to between 60 and 70 cm. This increased the ion drift time and, hence, the temporal ion pulse length. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The laser, laser target assembly, and Einzel lens, are all similar to those used in Ref. 1. Figure 1 shows a large Faraday cup that measures the ion current that comes directly out of the Einzel lens.
INTRODUCTION slotted stainless-steel plates covered with 90%-transmission
Determination of radiative-transition probabilities for strong spectral lines of the atomic-oxygen spectrum is an important problem that has received the attention of numerous investigators. These previous efforts include both theoretical calculations and experimental measurements with a wide variety of research techniques used to obtain values of the radiative-transition probabilities, oscillator strengths, or mean lifetimes. A catalog of the research effort during the period 1914-1977 is available in the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) bibliography by Fuhr et al.,' whereas Wiese2 recently published a new survey of the atomic-transition probability literature covering the period [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] . Many of the more recent lifetime measurements have been obtained by using pulsed-electron excitation and delayed-coincidence photoncounting techniques. These methods include the high-frequency-deflection (HFD) in which excitation is produced by thousand-electron-volt electron impact of low-density beams of target atoms or molecules, and suppressor grid pulsing, in which excitation is produced by lowenergy (e.g., 5500-eV) electron impact over a range of target-gas pressures, electron-beam energies, and excitationpulse widths. The present work employs the latter technique to c o n f m the lifetime measurements of the 4p 5P, 4p 3P, and 4d 5D0 multiplets of 0 I previously carried out by Bromander et al.? using the HFD technique, and to obtain estimates of the 0 I*-02 collisional quenching cross section of these levels.
EXPERIMENT
Detailed descriptions of the construction and operation of the present time-resolved apparatus have been given in previous paper^^;^ and will not be repeated here. However, use of a modified electron gun is required in the present work to ensure its extended operation in an O2 atmosphere. There'fore our experiment employs a new triode electron gun, which uses tungsten mesh as excitation-tube grids and a 0.1-cm X 2-cm iridium-coated tungsten ribbon as a directly heated cathode. The cathode, operating a t -6 A and 10 V, produces a sheet electron beam of --5-mA/cm2 current density at 100-V accelerating voltage. A positive square-wave voltage pulse applied to the negatively biased grid of the electron gun produces a pulsed electron beam of 0.5-2-psec pulse width, 200-kHz rewetition rate. and 55-nsec cutoff time. The electron beam passes through a field-free collision region positioned along and adjacent to the monochromator entrance slit, is collected in a deep Faraday cup, and is monitored by a sampling oscilloscope. Standard delayed-coincidence photon-counting techniques are used to detect the resulting collisional radiation.
Intensity-versus-wavelength scans of the 0 I spectrum, produced by dissociative excitation of the 0 2 target gas, are used to identify the observed spectral lines. For example, Fig.  1 displays the wavelength scan used to identify the 4p =P + 3s 5S0 transition occurring at X = 3947 A. The scan, obtained a t a spectral resolution AX = f 3 A, represents the worst-case situation with respect to overlap of unwanted spectral lines observed in the present work. The X = 3947-A Line experiences line blending to shorter wavelengths because of the presence of the X = 3945-A line of the 0 11 spectrum. However, the fraction of its integrated intensity that is observed within the X = 3947-A bandpass is only about 6% of the total integrated intensity of the X = 3947-A line under observation. In addition, although the lifetimes of the two transitions are well separated (~4 6 versus 191 nsec), a short-lived decay mode corresponding to the X = 3945-A transition is not observed in the present data. Therefore the X = 3947-A line is spectrally resolved for the purposes of the present experiment.
Time-resolvedin'ea~ureme~ts of the radiative decay, after the cessation 'of,the electrbg beam, are obtained with the center of the monochromator band$s%AX 5 3 A, set at the wavelength c o r r e s p~n d i g t c~e a k l~n e iptemity. The relative Ion beams from laser-generated plasmas Space-charge-limited heavy ion beams have been produced by utilizing the plasma blowoffs generated by 20-MW bursts of 1.06-p radiation from an active Q-switched Nd:Yag laser. Laser power densities near a modest 10" W/cm2 on solid targets generate thermalized plasma plumes which drift to a 15-kV gridded extraction gap where the ions are extracted, accelerated, and subsequently electrostatically focused. The spatially defined ion beams are then magnetically analyzed to determine the charge-state content in the beams. Results are presented for the more significant amounts of charge states Z < 5 contained in the beams formed from carbon, aluminum, copper, and lead targets. The extraction and acceleration technique preserves time-of-flight (TOF) information in the plasma drift region, which allows plasma ion temperatures and mass flow velocities to be determined from the Maxwellian ion curve T O F shapes for the individual charge species.
PACS numbers: 52.40.Mj, 29.25.C~
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of using directed laser-generated plasma plumes as a source of heavy ions for accelerator-based physics is an intriguing one.'.2 Among the potentially useful properties of these plasma plumes are (1) a copious supply of ions per laser pulse, (2) high stages of ionization, (3) short plasma generation times, (4) highly directional plasma plumes which can be directed along the accelerator axis when certain targets are used (an invaluable characteristic for a low-emittance ion source), (5) versatility in producing not only a multiplicity of charge states, but also a variety of nuclear species, since all solids can be used for plasma sources, (6) the "freeze" in the ion charge distribution during the plasma expansion with little recombination effects, (7) simplicity in generation since, in principle, only a solid target is required a t high potential which is optically connected to the laser at ground potential, (8) generation ofplasmas from solid targets does not require differential pumping and gas transport through an anode aperture.
Ions have already been extracted from laser-generated plasmas and have been put to various use^,^.^ but generally without appreciable consideration as a possible ion source for an accelerator. However, without modification the pulsed, explosive nature of the laser blowoffs is best suited for pulsed, high-current accelerators. Conventional pulsed machines, such as cylcotrons, require a higher duty cycle than can be currently attained with a laser ion source. Although both high power and moderately high repetition rates are currently available in both Nd:Yag and CO, lasers, our choice was a Q-switched 20-MW Nd:Yag laser, (Holobeam model 5050Q), capable of generating 15-nsec-0.3-J pulses at a wavelength of 1 . 0 6~ and a maximum repetition rate of 50 pps. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The laser beam from the laser H, is bent by a right-angle prism P and sent through a window W in the high potential terminal. The laser beam is reflected through an angle of 45" by a mirror M and directed through a 4-cm focal length lens L a n d a thin glass cover slip C placed irnmediately in front of the lens. The focused laser beam impinges on a 2 I-in.-diam target disk T, which can be rotated by an electrically isolated st,epping motor SM. The entire target assembly, including M, L, C, and T , is mounted on a translatable bench contained within a vacuum chamber. The laser beam produces a divergence limited spot of about 100 ,u in diameter, corresponding to a power density near 10' ' W/cmZ at full laser power. (Note: The glass cover slip C plays an important role in protecting the laser vacuum optics, since coating of the focusing lens with laser-sputtered target materials such as aluminum eventually creates a severe laser backscattering problem that can destroy both the lens arid mirror. The protective cover glass is replaced as routine maintenance even though n o deleterious effect of the sputtered material on the cover glass has been noted.)
II. APPARATUS
The resulting plasma plume PL expands freely from the target to the extraction gap G, where positive ion extraction takes place across a a-in. gap. Both the extractor electrode and the anode have t-in-diam apertures with 100-mesh 1-mil-diam tungsten grids placed across them. After high-voltage extraction the ions then immediately pass through two grounded 16 mesh, 6-mil-diam tungsten screens S , which ease the space-charge repulsion effect (i.e., beam blowup). The ions are focused onto a pair of collimating slits CS by a double-gridded decel-accel short-focal-length Einzel lens El operating at the extraction voltage. The collimated ion beam then passes through the gap between the 4-in.-diam pole faces of the analyzing magnet A. The ions are magnetically separated into the various charge states present in the beam 14088-06gOl . l o
INTRODUCTION
Extensive investigations of the spectrum of Ha and its isotopes by Richardson,' Dieke, a and EIerzbergs form the foundation of the spectroscopic literature. Their works include identification of rotational-vibrational term values, evaluation of spectroscopic constants and identification of perturbing interactions. F o r the case of the X'Z; ground electronic state, the rovibronic level structure has been extensively studied and excellent agreement exists between theory and experiment. ' However, in the case of the excited singlet-g states, the situation i s more complicated. Early experimental observations of the Hz molecular spectrum attributed some of the excited '2; levels to the Rydberg configurations (lso)(nso) and (lso)(nda) while others, because of a significantly smaller rotational constant, were identified with the doubly excited configurations (2poY and (2po)(npo). However, theoretical calculations on the first excited '2; state carried out by avids son^@^ in 1960-61 indicated that the potential energy curve of the doubly-excited (2po)' configuration crosses the (lso)(2so) Rydberg potential in a manner which results in a single adiabatic electronic-energy curve characterized by a double minimum. Subsequent calculations by Kolos and ~o l n i e w i c z , ' based on Davidson's work, exhibited satisfactory quantitative agreement with ~i e k e ' s ' experimental measurements of the rovibronic levels. Therefore, since ~e r z b e r g ' had previously identified the inner and outer minima a s the (lso)(2so)E and (2po)'F states, the double minimum potential curve was labeled the EF' 2; electronic state.
In 1977, Wolniewicz and Dresslere expanded the theoretical studies on the second excited '~f state initiated by ~e h l ' and by Glover and Weinhold." In accordance with ~e r z b e r~' s ' notation of (lso)(Sdo)G for the inner minimum and (2po)(3po)~ for the outer minimum and in analogy with the E F state, they designated the second double-minimum singlet-g state as GK'Z;. Their work included calculations of Born-Oppenheimer potential energy curves for the EF and GK states of Ha, D, and HD and correlated the existing experimental data with the calculated vibronic levels up to 6 = 30 for the E F state and v' = 7 for the GK state. In addition, Dressler et al. " have recently computed the mutual vibronic coupling between the E F and GK states in an adiabatic basis of electronic-vibrational states. However, the latter calculations have resulted in a revision of their previous assignments of several of the experimental levels to either the EF,, o r GK,. vibrational levels. Therefore, since the assignments of these strongly mixed levels a r e still somewhat arbitrary, the singlet-g levels investigated in the present work will be designated using the Herzberg notation and the wavelength of the observed rovibronic transition. Table I lists IiIl; and I In; Rydberg states and for the K'G doubly excited state. The CDV measurements, obtained using the Hanle effect, indicate a dependence of the radiative lifetime upon rotational quantum number for several rovibronic levels of the G'C, state. This variation of radiative lifetime with rotational quantum number is ascribed by CDV to perturbing interactions between the G 'C, and I 'I, states, (L uncoupling). The present work expands on these earlier investigations and includes measurements of the radiative lifetime, emission cross sections and H~-H: collisional quenching rates for seve r a l rovibronic levels of the singlet-g states of Hz. In addition, the rotational dependence of the radiative lifetime, observed by CDV, is not observed in the present work.
II. EXPERIMENT A. Technique
Emission cross section measurements a r e obtained using the optical method, while radiative lifetime and
1, INTRODUCTION
grid structure of a 6EM5 radio tube a r e used a s an elec-
The Fulcher bands of the molecular spectrum of hydrogen a r e atomiclike in appearance because of the open rotational structure of the spectrum. Prominent rotational lines occurring in the red-green portion of the spectrum a r e the result of transitions from the ( l s u ) ( 3 p~) 'nu and ( 1 s~) ( 4~n )~n , states to the (~s u ) (~s I J )~z~ state. The states a r e designated d3n ., k3n ,, and a ' c; and give rise to the Fulcher a and p bands respectively. Although these a r e triplet states, the interaction between electronic spin and orbital motion i s usually considered to tron gun. A positive pulse applied to its negatively biased control grid at a repetition rate of 200 KHz produces a pulsed electron beam of 5 5 m~/ c m~ peak current density, 500 ns pulsewidth, and < 2 nsfall time. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A block diagram of the experimental apparatus used to c a r r y out the radiative decay measurements is shown in Fig. 1 . The apparatus includes a vacuum system capable of producing residual gas pressures of 5 5 x lo-' t o r r ; research-grade purity Hz g a s samples monitored by a capacitance manometer vacuum gage; a monokinetic electron beam with AES 0 . 8 eV over the energy range 10 to 300 eV; a fieldfree collision region; a Faraday cup to collect the electron current; and a grating monochrom a t y , operated at spectral resolutions of Ah = i 0. and 50 pA to -2 mA, respectively. In addition, measurements of Light intensity versus wavelen~th a r e c a rried out over the range A = 3 9 0 0 to A = 6900 A. The extremely open rotational structure of the H, spectrum a llows identification of the rotational lines under investigation and prompt verification of the absence of ~mpurity gas spectra.
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Radiative lifetime measurements of the dsn, and k3nu vibrational levels u' =O,1,2,3 a r e carried out at 
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tense adjacent spectral lines corresponding to i r r e l evant transitions. The optical-method' is used in the present investigation to examine the electron-impact excitation of neutral A. Absolute emission cross sections H,. In particular, excitation of the G'C; state i s studied through the process Intensity measurements of the A = 4634 A rotational X '~i ( l s o )~ 2 G lC;(l so) (3do) 2 B lC:(l so) (2po).
The term assignments of ~i e k e ' a r e used to identify the rotational lines associated with G-B vibrational transitions3 and to allow comparison with previous spectroscopic studies of the Hz spectrum. However, it should be noted, that (i) Dieke's assignments of the vibrational levels v = 0 -3 a r e somewhat uncertain due to the strong perturbations that exist between the G '~; ( l s o ) (3du) and the H 'C;(lso) (3so) states, and (ii) recent calculations2 indicate that the G state i s actually characterized by a double-minimum Born-Oppenheimer potential function and has the t e r m symbol G + K 'C',(lso3do+ 2pn2).
Absolute m e a y r e m e n t s of the emission c r o s s section f o r the A = 4634 A [G-B(O, 0) P I , R2, ~3 ]
spectral lines a r e obtained a t 200 eV incident electron energy. In addition, time-resolved techniques6 a r e used to obtain a measurement of the G 'xi(; = 0 ) state lifetime and to show that population of the G state by radiative cascade transitions is negligible.
Il. EXPERIMENT
Emission-cross-section measurements have been c a r r i e d out using experimental techniques and apparatus similar to that described in previous papers7*' and therefore will not be discussed in detail. A graph of the light intensity versus wavelength obtained with this apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 for the spectral region about !he A=4634 A line a t a spectral resolution of Ah = 0.9 A, a n acceleration voltage of 100 eV, and a H, gas p r e s s u r e of -3 5 mtorr, The P I , R2, and R3 rotational lines appear,as a blend a t this resolution. Recent studies of the A=4634 A line by FreundS also indicate an inability to completely resolve the R3 and P1 rotational lines even a t a spectral resolution of AX=O. 13 A.
The other rotational lines shown in Fig. 1 
Hz is dissociated by electron impact, t h e r e s u l t i n g Balmer-0 r a d i a t i o n shovs a c@ex

Doppler broadened
Lineshape. There i s a c e n t r a l peak r e s u l t i n g from dissociation of Rydberg s t a t e s and b r d vlngs r e miltf m m dissociation of dnubly excited a t a t e s . Polarization of t h e e n t i r e l i n e has been measured a s a function of exciting electron energy from threshold t o 500 eV as a function of pressure. Etsrimum 
poLarlz6tion f o r t h e entLre l i n e occurs a t 40 eV e x c i t a t i o n energJr v l t h a value of 165, extrapolated t o zem pressure. A t high o p t i c a l resolution, t h e polarization is found t o vary across t h e lineshape, and t h f s v a r i a t i o n i s strongly dependent on t h e e x c i t a t i o n energy
-A t r i p l e r e f l e c t i o n p o l a r i z i n g d e v i c e h a s b e e n u s e d i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h a conv e n t i o n a l crossed-beam e l e c t r o n i m p a c t e x c i t at i o n a p p a r a t u s t o carry o u t p o l a r i z a t i o n s t u d i e s in the vacuum u l t r a v i o l e t down t o 50 nm.
W a v e l e n g t h s e l e c t i o n w a s a c h i e v e d u s i n g a S e v a -N&oka monochromator whose ~o l a r i z a t i o n c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s w e r e c h e c k e d using-polarized r a d i a t i o n . M e a s u r e m e n t s will be p r e s e n t e d f o r b o t h a t o m i c a n d m o l e c u l a r r a d i a t i o n f r o m Hz, t h u s p r o b i n g b o t h t h e d i s s o c i a t i v e a n d direct e x c i t a t i o n p r o c e s s e s .
+ R e s e a r c h s u p p o r t e d b y t h e B a t i P n a l R e s e a r c h C o u n c i l o f Canada. 
a t t e n t i o n h a s b e e n p a i d t o f r a g m e n t s in h i g hRydberg s t a t e s w h e r e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n w a s p o s s i b l e u s i n g mass a n a l y s i s f o l l o w i n g f i e l d i o n i z a t i o n .
* R e s e a r c h suppor'ted b y t h e N a t i o n a l R e s e a r c h C o u n c i l o f Canada a n d E n v i r o n m e n t Canada.
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On S t a t i s t i c a l Equilibrium Among the Lower
Rydberg Levels [~( ' P , " ' D , F ) , n = 4-71 in Helium. W. R. PENDLETON. JR. and TA-YUNG WOAG. Utah S t a t e U.--The approach t o s t a t i s t i c a l e q u i l i b r i c r f the lover Rydberg iebei populations i n helium has been investigated in the pressure range 0.2 -400 mTorr f o r the case of primarg excitation of the energy-level manifold by =loo-eV electron impact. Level population r a t i o s were inferred from the r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s of appropriate near-IR He I n u l t i p l e t s terminating on l e v e l s of the ls3( configuration. The r e s u l t s indicate that nlD n " '~~ s t a t i s t i c a l equilibrium occurs a t much lover helium densities than does equilibrium v l t h the complete nP fine-structure manifold. S t a t i s t i c a l equilibrium of n '~ and nP i s closely approached a t the highest pressure used i n the investigation. The i n t e n s i t y r a t i o I(4F * ~) D ) / I (~F -+ 3 '~) was obsened t o exceed 1.5 a t low pressures and to approach 3 a t the highest pressure. in c o n f l i c t with conclusions drawn from e a r l i e r indirect studies. A possible explanation of the low-pressure r e s u l t s i s afforded by recent r e s u l t s r e l a t i n g t o the high Rydberg s t a t e s i n helium.
~1 8 N e g a t i v e I o n R e s o n a n c e s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h I n n e r S h e l l E x c i t e d S t a t e s . " J.W. McCONKEY, G.C. K D i G a n d F.H. READ, M a n c h e s t e r Univ. -A c r o s s e d g a s -e l e c t r o n beam s y s t e m h a s b e e n u e d t o s e a r c h f o r r e s o n a n c e s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h i n n e r s h e l l e x c i t e d s t a t e s o f a t o m s a n d m o l e c u l e s . D e t e c t i o n i s v i a t h e i o n w h i c h r e s u l t s a s t h e e x c i t e d c o n f i g u r a t i o n d e c a y s . R e s u l t s w h i c h w i l l b e p r e s e n t e d i n c l u d e d a t a o n r e s o n a n c e s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h K -s h e l l e x c i t a t i o n o f C
, N a n d 0 i n N2, CO a n d C02. Schroepfer, and G.K. Walters, Rice U.-In biological systems a l l p m i n s a r e composed e x c l u s i w l y of amino acids of the t t p chirality, whereas laboratory syntheses generally r e s u l t i n equal mixtures of D-and types. 1t has been suggested that i n t e r a c t i o n with l o n g f t u d h a l l y polarized electrons from &decay may have &en r e s p n s i b l e f o r the origin of t h i s aspmetry through p r e f e r e n t i a l destruction of the E c w f i q u r a t i o n . Experiments attempting to verify this hypothesis employing n a t u r a l &emitters have ~i e l d e d d l i c t i n g and inconclusive r e s u l t s . Recently, hawe-, Banner. 
G2O E l c c t r o a Momentum D i s t r i b u t i o n s i n a -E l e c t r o n M o l e c u l e s by E l e c t r o n I m p a c t I o n i z a t i o n .
A . L . MICDALL, H.A. COPLAN.
I. INTRODUCTION
duce the buildup of impurity gases, while the target gas The present work employs the optical methodL to expressure is continuously monitored by a capacitance amine the electron impact excitation processes manometer pressure gauge attached adjacent to the collision region.
The electron gun employs a planar grid structure to produce a -2 mm diameter monokinetic electron beam who assigned the observed lines to w o separate band systems, E -B and F-B. However, the theoretical studies of avids son' and of Kolos and ~o l n i e w i c z ' have firmly established the double-minimum structure of the E, F potential energy curve (Fig. 1) . Their work has led to attempts by other investigators to apply simplified techniques such a s the "frozen-core approximation"' and the "expansion m e t h o d 8 to describe the E, F-B transition. The existence of a similar doubleminimum potential energy curve representing the H state i s not as well documentede a s that of the E state and consequently is shown a s a broken line in Fig. 1 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A block diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2 . The vacuum system is constructed of stainless steel components, and employs a liquidair-trapped oil diffusion pump to produce residual gas pressures of -5 x torr. Research-grade purity H, gas passes through a cryogenic trap and flows continuously into the collision chamber through a calibrated leak valve. The collision chamber and the cathode r egion of the electron gun a r e differentially pumped to re- gas pressure, and excitation pulse width. The previously observed pressure and energy dependencies a r e re-examined under experimental conditions which allow the contribution of radiative cascade to be quantitatively determined.
mehcanism. Electron pulses of variable energy from 25 to 200 eV, peak amplitudes of 0.01 A, and durations of 100 nsec, 260 nsec, and 5 usec a r e produced a t a repetition rate of -20 kHz and with cutoff times of -5 nsec. The energy distribution of the electron beam is determined to b e 5 5 eV a t 50 eV incident electron energy by means of the retarding-potential method. The pulsed electron beam passes into a field-free excitation region through a 0.3 cm wide by 1.8 cm long slit and is collected and monitored in a deep cylindrical Faraday cup (6 cm longx4.3 cm deep). The excitation region is surrounded on three sides by electrically grounded walls 2 cm long and 3 cm high. The width of the chamber is variable and can be changed from 1 to 4.5 cm. The modulated light signal passes out of the collision chamber at a right angle to the electron beam through a 1-in. diameter quartz window placed immediately adjacent to the excitation region.
The collision induced radiation is focused by a lens, with unit magnification, parallel to the entrance slit of a 0.5-m plane-grating monochromator (AX = 8 A), and is detected by a photomultiplier tube. The PMT output signal is then analyzed by a sampling oscilloscope. The signal-to-noise ratio of the sampling system i s improved by a factor of -5 by use of a double modulation detection scheme in which the 20 kHz pulsed radiation is modu-
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 2 utilizes a version of time-resolved spectroscopy developed a t the University of Arkansas.' Spectroscopically pure nitrogen g a s passes into the excitation chamber through -a precision gas-metering valve. Target gas pressures of 50 mtorr and above a r e obtained by operating the system in a static state, while lower pressures a r e achieved by continually flowing the gas through the excitation chamber a t a constant rate. Pressure measurements a r e carried out by means of a well-trapped McLeod gauge, and a calibrated ion gauge. The residual gas pressure is held below -lom5 torr throughout the ex- Electron-N, collision p r o c e s s e s have particular significance in t e r r e s t r i a l atmospheric science because of the abundance of molecular nitrogen in Earth's atmosphere. A knowledge of absolute transition probabilities and lifetimes for the electronic transitions of N, i s a l s o important in many problems in astrophysics, plasma physics, chemical kinetics, and l a s e r studies. In the present experiment, time-resolved spectroscopy has been used to study electron-impact excitation of the B 3 n , s t a t e s of N,. Lifetime measurements of 13 vibrational levels of the B311gelectronic s t a t e a r e obtained by observing the t e m p o r a l decay of the first-positive band s y s t e m corresponding to B3n, -A3C: ( u ' , v") transitions. (A partial energy-level d i a g r a m of N, and N; is shown in Fig. 1.) Several investigators1-3 have previously meas u r e d the lifetimes of vibrational levels of the B%, s t a t e of N,. In addition, Chung and in^ have calculated the electron-impact excitation c r o s s sections of the B 3 n , s t a t e and found that the calculated c r o s s sections w e r e about onehalf that of the experimental apparent c r o s s s e ctionsSe6 corrected f o r cascade f r o m the C311, s t a t e . Meanwhile, theoretical calculations by Cartwright et ~1 . ' '~ indicate that radiative cascade f r o m highe r vibrational levels of the W3a, and A 3 E t s t a t e s could play a significant r o l e in populating the lowe r vibrational levels of the B311g s t a t e and hence change the c h a r a c t e r of its apparent excitation ci-oss sections. In the present work, lifetime measurements of 13 vibrational levels (ul=O -12) of the ~~1 1 , s t a t e a r e obtained a t 50-eV electron impact energy, 50-gsec electron excitation pulse width, and 3 0 -m T o r r N, g a s p r e s s u r e . A significant long-lived cascade contribution is observed for each vibrational level and i s consistent with theoretical predictions by Cartwright el al. '" 11. EXPERlMENT A. Apparatus
The experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 2 utilizes a version of time-resolved spectroscopy developed a t the University of Arkansas.' Spectroscopically pure nitrogen g a s p a s s e s into the excitation chamber through a VACOA precision g a smetering valve. The g a s flow i s held a t a constant Excitation of the 4 'S and 3 'P Levels of Helium by Electron Impact* I. INTRODUCTION Many experimenters have used the optical method to examine the phenomenon of electron-exchange excitation in electron-atom collisions. Particular emphasis has been given to the study of the triplet levels of the He1 spectrum since they can be directly excited only through the exchange mechanism. Absolute measurements of the direct-excitation c r o s s section and i t s dependence upon incidentelectron energy have been obtained for several of the He1 triplet levels. However, discrepancies presently exist between many of these measurements and the corresponding theoretical predictions. One example is the apparent discrepancy between theory and experiment in predicting the relative energy dependence exhibited by the directexcitation cross-section curve (excitation function).
In the case of helium the Born-Oppenheimer theory predicts that triplet-state excitation functions will have a peak just above the threshold energy and then experience a rapid monotonic decrease with increasing energy of the incident electron. This rate of decrease of the direct cross section with electron energy E is calculated to be E-=, E-3, and Em4 for the %, 'P, and 3~ levels, respectively.' Calculations of the direct-excitation c r o s s section carried out using the expansion technique of Ochkur and Bratsev predict a E-' dependence f o r all of the triplet-level cross s e c t i~n s .~ Previous experimental studies of this energy dependence have produced contradictory result^.^ The theoretical calculations become more valid a t the higher energies (above 100 eV). However, this is a difficult region to interpret experimental results because secondary excitation mechanisms, such as radiative cascade, generally make significant contributions to the low-level optical measurements. The 4 3S, 3 3P, and 3 3D apparent-crosssection energy dependence determined by Kay and Showalter' indicates a single E-' dependence f o r the 4 'S cross section for the higher energies.
However, they found that the 3 'P and 33D levels have excitation functions which exhibit a far more complicated energy dependence at these higher energies. A log-log plot of their apparent cross section versus incident-electron energy shows that the 3 P-and 3 %-level excitations each exhibit a E -' dependence for energies above approximately 100 eV. Subtracting this energy dependence from the original data points leaves a second component that varies a s E-"' and E-3.7 for the 3 9 and 3 'D, respectively. The slow components a r e attributed by the authors of Ref. 4 to the effects of secondary excitation on the levels in question.
The present work uses time-resolved spectroscopy to determine the energy dependence of the direct-excitation cross section. The effects of secondary excitation mechanisms which have temporal decay rates different from the radiative rate of the upper level of the transition under study a r e subtracted off from the total light intensity. This technique provides direct information about the excited-atom density produced by direct electronimpact excitation. The time-resolved technique is a simple and useful method to isolate, identify, and quantitively measure the effects of secondary excitation mechanisms and therefore can be used effectively in conjunction with absolute-intensity measurements to determine direct-excitation c r o s s sections.
EXPERIMENT
The time-resolving apparatus shown in Fig. 1 was similar to that used in our previous experim e n t~.~ Helium gas passed through a cooled trap and into the excitation chamber through a small orifice. The rate of helium-gas flow was held
bration.
CONCLUSIONS
Electron-capture and-loss cross sections have been measured for fluorine ions in nitrogen gas in the energy range from 5 to 54 MeV. The velocity dependence of all the capture cross sections i s described by a power law with the power ranging from -4 to -8, being larger for lower incident charge states and for more than one electron captured in a single collision. Good agreement with the theoretical predictions of Nikolaev has been obtained for the capture cross sections by the fully stripped fluorine nucleus. The ratio of double-to single-electron-capture cross section has been discussed in terms of a geometry-independent component of the capture process. Broad maxima have been observed in this ratio for the higher incident charge states. Maxima a r e observed in the velocity dependence of the single-and multipleloss cross sections and these a r e consistent with the predictions of the model of Bohr and ~i n d h a r d . " The simultaneous ionization and excitation of helium to the n = 4 level of ~e ' by 200-eV electron impact on helium h a s been studied by time-resolved spectroscopy of the h=4686-A (n -4-3) line of ~e ' . The study revealed that the excitation process is complex. It appears that only about 70°h of the excitation of the h=4686-A line can be accounted for by direct simultaneous ionization and excitation of the helium atom to the n = 4 level of He' under single electron-atom collision conditions. Absolute c r o s s sections for the production of the A = 4686-A (4 -3) line of He' by the simultaneous ionization and excitation of He under electron impact has been determined by two different groups with results that a r e in very close agreement.'" However, these experiments simply measured the total light output and did not resolve the fine-structure components in the line. Some means of resolution must be used in order to determine the cross section for exciting the individual fine-structure levels.
There a r e at least two ways that this line complex, which consists of the 4 s -3 p , 4 p -3 s , 4 p -3d, 4 d -3 p , and 4 f -3d transitions, might be resolved. The frequencies of many of these components a r e sufficiently different that high-resolution interfer-INDEX HEADINGS: Detection.
I n an earlier note Clearyl suggested that the noise-by l/fl from the dc case, when I,>>Id, and by the power detection method of Pao, Zitter, and Griffiths2 factor + when I,<<Id. On the basis of this, the addition (hereafter referred to as the PZG method) be used in of a lock-in detection system to the PZG system might conjunction with standard lock-in detection techniques either increase or decrease S/N compared to that of in order to enhance further its signal-to-noise (S/N) the PZG system alone. ratio. The earlier note overlooked the decrease of S/N The superior S ! N ratio of the PZG method over conwhich is always expected when a signal is chopped, ventional lock-in detection has been demonstrated by owing to the reduction of the average or effective Pao and Griffiths3 and by Alfano and Ockman4 in two amplitude of the signal. This effect is demonstrated by different applications of the PZG method. They obexamining the theoretical S/N voltage ratios (based tained experimental values for the S/N ratios of photoon shot noise alone) for dc and chopped detection multiplier detection systems, including lock-in systems schemes.
and PZG systems. Unfortunately, Alfano and Ockman Let I, and I, be dc cathode and anode currents of a did not measure the dc values of the photomultiplier photomultiplier, g the photomultiplier gain, B the signal and dark currents. Hence, their results do not effective noise bandwidth, e the electronic charge, in permit comparison between theoretical S/N ratios calthe rms anode shot-noise current. Then for a dc detec-culated from the shot-noise expression and their experition system, neglecting the contribution of all later mentally measured values. Alfano and Ockman assumed stages than the first to the shot noise of the photo-that their experimental S/N ratios were exactly those multiplier, to be expected from shot-noise alone and used this assumption to calculate the dc signal and dark currents.
However, the results obtained in the present work show since that the experimental S/N ratios may be many times la = gl,.
less than the theoretical values. This is to be expected, Since I , = I , + I d the S/N ratio is owing to the effect of l/j noise, whose contribution was shown to be significant by Pao and Griffith~.~ Pao (S/N)dc=18/[2eg(18+Id)Blt, and Grfiths also showed theoretically that the PZG method, in addition to reducing lljnoise, discriminates where ' 8 and I d are the ~hotomulti~lier anode signal .gainst dark-current noise when the signal is less than and dark currents, respectively. the dark current, if the dark current is amplified less For a PZG 'ystern, and Griffiths have shown than is the signal. This effect may be considered as that, to a first the S/N based on shot being comparable to pulse-height discrimination used noise is the same as for a dc ~y s t e m .~ in single-photon-counting schemes, where only signal
In a 'Ystern, the ~h o t o m u~~~~~~~~ anode cur-pulses above a specified height are counted. ' B~K . Thanas and E. Gcrjuoy, J. Math. Phys. 11, 1576 Phys. 11, (1971 Dr 3 Collislonal uenching of Metastable X-Ray E m l k t i n States i n a F a 4 Beam of -ke.Fluorine.* R. J.
-b
Lab. 
(1976).
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Gaip. f o r Stinulated h m n S u t t e r i n g and , vhi+ vere observed upon Lrradiating a thallium-argon vapor v i t h a pulsed dye laser. W e have used r a t e equations f o r dressed levels t o model t h e ti-dependent s t i m l a t e d s c a t t e r i n g , thus providing an explanation f o r an e a r l i e r discrepancy betvera our e x p e r h n t and steady-state the0ry.l W e found that, while t h e SRS gain is unaffected, t h e SCP gain is suppreascd by the transient nature of t h e l a s e r pulse. In addition, w e obselsed t h a t t h e SES gain c o e f f i c i e n t is much l a r g e r i n the forward than the backward direction, the r a t i o being equal t o the r a t i o of the Lsser bandvidth t o t h e atomic l i n e vldth. a s predicted.' +work supparted by the Office of E l a d Research.
1. W. C. R a p r and J. L. Carlsten. Phys.. Bev. Lett. 39. 1326 Lett. 39. (1977 . h. Phys. JETP 39, 249 (1974) . - Lov power electron, 6-8 LV. a c i t a t i o n is wed to produce the infrared radiation. The i d r a r e d r a d i a t i o~ is detected by e i t h e r a nichelson i n t e r f e n m e t e r or a contimtously variable f i l t e r spectrmneter. Typical mpectra of atiwrpheric gasem w i l l be presented. : levels of the second excited l q s t a t e are obtained using radiative . ' times, extrapolated to zero pressure. are within 9 e l 25 m to s 90 ns while va ues of H 2. m h i n g s sections r a n fm r 90 d to 1 6 x :.,.
H35
23, Issue 9, p 1104 Issue 9, p -1 106, 1978 ~arfolmeci und& the auspices of the U.S. D e wment of Energy. 
C-
detectors. Simultanecus electron densiG-measurements during the lasing action were made with a B mm interf e r m t u . Both t h e asymmetry of the l i n e shape and cyclic variations i n output power with pulse frequency strongly indicated t h e presence of excited HCN molecules up to 20 m s into t h e afterglow. Moreover, calculations taking r a d i a l electron distribution^ i n t o account supported quantftatively t h e presence of m d e mmpression near t h e c r i t i c a l density.
*Work supported i n part by the USAF (EQARD) and in part by culham Laboratory (KAEA).
BB-5 A Very Low Divergence N, W Laser. BRUNO Ubaratoires de Marcoussis, France --A very low divergence (0.2 X 0.3 mad) E2 @V l a s e r is described ; an i n t e n s i t y of 5 Wd/mrad2 was obtained. The average brightness was 2 . 1 0 '~ ~/strd X cm2.
These r e s u l t s were reached by using a r e l a t i v e l y low voltage transmission l i n e with an adequate electrode ion . M e t a s t a b 1 es a r e c r e a t e d by i n t e r -S F c t i n g a n e u t r a l a t o m i c beam w i t h a f i r s t e l e c t r o n beam o p e r a t e d a t 23 eV.
or
The meta-S t a b l e s a r e t h e n e x c i t e d t o t h e 3'P s t a t e c o l 1 i s i o n w i t h l o w e n e r g y e l e c t r o n s from a second e l e c t r o n beam, w h i c h i s moduTated. resonant p;aks a r e observed n e a r 8 eV and 13.7 eV respece l e c t r o n a p p a r a t u s . r he v i b r a t i o n a l c r o s s 1 t i v e l y , and they a r e i n t e r p r e t e d a s shape resonances.-In CO, which i s i s e l e c t r o n i c v i t h N2, an a d d i t i o~l mechanism was found:' Sharp s t r u c t u r e s have been observed i n t h e e l a s t i c and v i b r a t i o n a l c r o s s s e c t i o n s a t en r g i e s 5 c o i n c i d e n t w i t h t h e PO, 1 and 2 l e v e l s of t h e a n -s t a t e _ of CO. The l a r e e l e c t r i c d i p o l e moment (1.38 D) associa t e d w i t h t h e aSn s t a t e appears s u f f i c i e n t t o bind tempcr a r i l y t h e incoming e l e c t r o n s a t o r near t h e top of t h e p o t e n t i a l w 11.-In N20. t h e v i b r a t i o n a l e x c i t a t i o n v i a t h e 2.3 eV ' 1 resonance i s found t o c o n s i s t of f o u r s e r i e s of modes (nOO.nlO,nOl and 002). The present experiment t o g e t h e r w i t h the calcuLation of Dub6 and Herzenberg s h t h a t t h e impulse-limit theory i s appli-:able t o t h e 4; s t a t e of N20-.
Work supported by NSF and by DNA through AROD ~s . F . Yong and C.J. Schulz, Phys. Rev. L e t t e r s z, 134
( 19 74) E-2 v i b r a t i o n a l a n d R o t a t i o n a l E x c i t a t i o n o f CO b y Low-Enerqv E l e c t r o n s * --~.~o r r i s o n t -2 a n d N.F.Lane, p h y s i c s D e p a r t m e n t . Rice U.
I n e l e c t r o n -C 0 2 c o l l i s i o n s , r e l a t i v e l y l a r g e A j = i1 r o t a t i o n a l -e x c i t a t i o n a n d d e -e x c i t a t i o n c r o s s s e c t i o n s a r i s e f r o m t h e ( t r a n s i e n t ) d ip o l e moment w h i c h a c c o m p a n i e s t r a n s i t i o n s between t h e g r o u n d s t a t e (000) a n d t h e b e n d i n g mode ( 0 1 0 ) . A model1 i n w h i c h t h e e l e c t r o n i s s c a t t e r e d f r o m a " f r o z e n d i p o l e m i s shown t o y i e l d a t o t a l s c a t t e r i n g c r o s s s e c t i o n u n d e r r e s t r i c t e d c i r c u m s t a n c e s . C r o s s s e c t i o n s f o r t r a n s i t i o n s i n v o l v i n g t h e b e n d i n g mode 0 1 0 w i l l b e p r e s e n t e d a n d d i s c u s s e d . s e c t i o n s r i s e s t e e p l y n e a r t h r e s h o l d a n d l e v e l o f f a b o u t 6 0 meV a b o v e t h r e s h o l d .
The magnit u d e s o f t h e s e c r o s s s e c t i o n s h a v e b e e n measured ( a b o u t c m 2 f o r HCL v = 1 ) a n d a r e i n t e rp r e t e d i n terms o f r e s o n a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n s . T h e s e l a r g e v i b r a t i o n a l c r o s s s e c t i o n s p r o d u c e s t r u c t u r e i n t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n s p e c t r a o f HCL, HBr and t h e i r i s o t o p e s .
A d d i t i o n a l f e a t u r e s a r e a t t r i b u t e d t o W i g n e r c u s p s .
*Work s u p p o r t e d b y ONR + P r e s e n t a d d r e s s : C o l l i s i n s E l e c t r o n i q u e s . ~n i v e r s i t ; P a r i s -s u d , 914 5 O r s a y ( F r a n c e ) f o r i n c i d e n t e l e c t r o n e n e r q i e s fn ;he ranqe 0-200eV. The 1 i n e s were observed a t a spect a l 1 1 i t w i d t h of 811. and were a s s iqned t o correspondinq v i b r a t i o n a l and e l e c t r m l c t r a n s i t i o n s usinq t h e wavelenqnh t a b l e s of ~i e k e ' . They include t h e s i n q l e t t r a n s i t i o n s nA + 2B, mD + 28 and mE +2B, and t h e t r i p l e t t r a n s i ions mc + 2a and 3d -t 2c where n=2,3 and ~3 . 4 . National Science Foundation.
* P ' F a n n i e a n d J o h n H e r t z F o u n d a t i o n F e l l o w .
'R.
T i c e a n d D. out on fhe A.3371 8 s p e c t r a l l i n e , correspondinq t o the CQ,O) C il;~3il t r a n s i t i o n , a t 50eV incldent electron Seam enerqy an1 p u l n widths of 0.3 and 5 usec and for gas pressures in the range 1.4 t o 300 mtorr. The l i f et l m of the c3nU (~0 ) level i s deterrnlned t o be 39*4 nanoseconds whlch i s in aqreemnt with o t h e r e x p e r i m n t a l r e s u l t s .
In the s s e o f the 5 usec e x c l t a t l o n pulse width the ,413371 1 radtation . was observed t o contain a lonq-lived component ( r z l~s e c ) which comprises l e s s than 1.15% of the t o t a l radiation and which e x h i b i t s a dependence upon t h e -t a r q e t qas pressure. Secondarv e x c i t a t i o n o f the c3nU s t a t e by c o l l i s i o n a l transf;r from metastable s t a t e s i s beinq investiqated as a function of the qas pressure, e l e c t r o n beam c u r r e n t , excitat i o n pulse width, and c o l l i s i o n chamber s i z e .
his work supported in p a r t by the National Science 
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Nitrogen atoms i n long-lived high-Rydberg s t a t e s have been produced i n t h e d i s s o c i a t i v e e x c i t a t i o n of B2 by e l e c t r o n impact. Four p r i n c i p a l f e a t u r e s were found i n t h e t h e -o f -f l i g h t d i s t r i b u t i o n s o f t h e d i s s o c i a t i o n fragments and i n t h e corresponding t r a n s l a t i o n a l (kineti c ) e n e r m d i s t r i b u t i o n s . Appearance p o t e n t i a l s and i e x c i t a t i o n hrnctione were measured f o r t h e high-Rydberg ' ! a t o n s ; f o r t h e slowest fregments t h e e x c i t a t i o n h ct i o n e x h i b i t s sharp, resonance-like s t r u c t u r e near threshold. The core-ion model of high-Rydberg dissocia-I t i o n . vhich t r e a t s t h e Rydberg e l e c t r o n e s s e n t i a l l y a s cm2/sr and the peak crosa s e c t i o n s t o consecutive higher v i b r a t i o n a l s t a t e s diminish by a f a c t o r of about two. The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross s e c t i o n s a t 25' f o r the excitation t o the alhg and bll+ metastable s t a t e s a r e i n su s t a n t i a l agreement v i h t h e r e s u l t s of T r a j m r e t bv means of time-resoTved snectroscoov of the 3 3~+ 2 5 1;38891) transition. The study was ibrried out for electron eneroies within the raise 40-400eV. a t a helium 0.825* and 0.725. 1 ~ gas pressure i f -4mTorr. Under i h se conditions the total light intensity of the A38998 lirle was observed to vary linearly with both electron beam current and target gas pressure. Radiative cascade transitions from upper n 3~ and n 3~ s t a t e s wer observed to contribute about 10% of the total A38891 light ou.tput a t 40eV.
This fraction increased t o about 50% a t 400-eV electron impact energy. M i thin xperimental e r r o r , the 5 energy dependence of the 3 P d i r e c t excitation cross section was observed to decrease with increasing energy according t o the relati,on ( h e r g y ) -) . This result i s in agreement with he theoretical calculations of Ochkur and Bratsevi which predict a similar dependence above -50eV. 1 . V.I. Ochkur and V.F. Bratsev, Opt. S'pectry. (USSR) 19, 274 (1965) 
